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President's Column
By Steve Fairbairn
Another month has flown by with very little time to get into the shop to do anything other than work
on our seemingly endless kitchen renovation. If you’ve ever done a kitchen reno you probably know
what I’m talking about! However, I’m very much looking forward to taking a break from all that to
attend Dale Larson’s all-day demo this coming weekend and participating in his class, both of which
will have occurred by the time you read this column. While I generally don’t turn a lot of bowls I am
looking forward to refreshing my bowl turning technique as I seem to have a lot of bowl blanks and
roughed out bowls that have been laying around my shop for a few years that should probably get
some attention.
Lately my interests have strayed toward texturing, pyrography, painting and other types of embellishments so I was looking forward to the main presentation this month. Unfortunately, Jay needed to
cancel and he and Lin will give their talk in the future. Larry Stevenson is filling in with a careful look
at how we display our work – what is successful and what can be improved. It should be an informative session.
Also this month is our Annual General Meeting. The two-year terms for a few members of the Board
are expiring/up for renewal for a 2nd term. We will be looking to add some new members to the
Board, particularly Members-At-Large positions. Being a GVWG Board member is a great way to get
more involved with the guild, meet other members and help steer the direction of the Guild over the
next few years. It is not a lot of work since the Board only meets for a couple of hours four times per
year. I highly encourage any member, new or long-term, to join the Board.

Steve
Don’t forget to bring your turned platter for this month’s President’s Challenge.
Next month’s President’s Challenge will be Display Stands.

Front Cover:
Piotr Tompalski – Pierced Vase –
8.5 – Maple – Dye, Paint, Lacquer
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Focus On Fundamentals
By Peter McLaren

January 2020

A Woodturner’s Knitting Package
CAUTIONARY NOTE:

made with DPNs or circular needles. Shawls and
larger pieces are now commonly made with CirThe key element I will focus on today is an uncular Needles.
conventional use of the drawbar. So attention
must be paid to how it is used in this particular Usually the heavier the yarn, the larger diameter
application. This is my method to turn very fine the needle. Some knitters have a tighter tension
diameter, (as fine as 2.75mm) knitting needles.
than other’s so they may use a smaller size needle to create the size of stitch called for in the
Please pay attention to my comments about the
pattern. To be consistent as to size of needle it is
safe application used in my demonstration.
best to refer to the metric diameter. Otherwise
KNITTING - Once a necessary, even ubiquitous there are both American and European size conskill, now mostly considered an interesting hob- version tables. Most patterns will provide both
by. It might be considered one those things you the mm diameter as well as one of the chart sizcan do with pointy sticks without putting an eye es.
out!
Today I will focus on making longer straight neeToday my demo will show you the method I use dles.
to make thin diameter wooden knitting needles
Other items in the knitters package include place
using a different method of spindle work. My
holders w h ich are shor t DPN’s that will hold
method is unconventional but, for me, it solves
a section of stitches while others are being
the issue of how to deal with thin diameters
worked following a particular style or pattern. A
working relatively long unsupported material.
single crochet hook is also necessary for retrievKnitting with 2 pointy sticks are usually referred ing lost stitches or for the final edging of a comto as SP or Single Point needles.
pleted work. Every knitter should have at least
Knitting with 4 or 5 needles refers to DPN’s or one Yarn bowl to contain your rolled yarn from
running across the floor or getting tangled
Double Pointed Needles
around your feet or the cat’s.
Then there are Circular needles which may be of
fixed or interchangeable length s or sizes, THE PROCESS
used similarly as DPN’s.
Wood selection and preparation
The size of a needle is identified first by diameter
and then by SP or DPN. The length must be
enough to hold the appropriate number of stitches yet short enough to be able to work those
stitches. A sweater is usually knit on straight
Single Pointed needles while hats and socks are

Wood selection is fairly important but most
straight grained wood can be made into needles.
Some woods just finish nicer than others, provide a pleasing eye or have a soft feel while knit-
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ting. (Knitting is recognized as a stress relief and to turn the tenons with the same side of the blank
mind stimulant that keeps our mind sharp.)
on the flat surface - just to keep the tenons inline.
(The plug cutter idea is credited to Bonnie Klein
I look for dense, straight grain that has a reputawho uses the quick tenon to center her bowl blanks
tion as being flexible. Some of the woods I have
onto waste blocks.)
used for needles include; Holly, Arbutus
(Madrone) Ash, Apple, Cascara, Saskatoon, Maple, Making the tenons at the same time that I rip a
Yew, Olive, and I must not forget the Lee Valley batch of material allows me to sort and discard to
Torrified Maple..
the firewood bin any pieces that have obvious
flaws.
Super hard woods have to me, been too chippy and
had to be discarded.
When I set about to make a pair I usually have a
requested diameter and length. Most often the
Any wood selected for needles should be pre-sawn
wood is up to my selection, but I do ask if they have
and left to mature for a year if possible. Needles
a preference. Recently I was asked for 13 1/2” neethat have some sway to them are not rejected, but
dles of 4.5mm dia. For that length I went with Sasare also not the first choice. Even long plastic neekatoon - one of the best hard straight grained
dles may have a natural sway. I usually will rip my
woods. My first attempt however resulted in a
stock into square lengths about 3/8” & 1/2” width.
4mm diam eter - so I now need to make a matchEven after turning very dry material I have had
ing piece to complete a different set.
some needles revert to a curve after being turned.
In mounting the blank, I first loosen the tail stock
Now, conventional wisdom would suggest that we
on the ways, so that as the blank is tightened in the
simply mount the selected wood blank between
chuck, any movement will not be restricted by the
centers and use a skew to mill it down to the requitail stock. Originally I used a Jacobs chuck on the
site diameter. However when working with diamehead stock so there was noticeable movement.
ters of less that 3/8” it is challenging to turn this
With the Oneway scroll chuck there should not be
smoothly (especially if the length is longer than 8”)
any movement, but that will not be the case when
even using your hand under the piece to support
the Jacobs chuck on the other end is secured.
the skew action. Rather than having the material
under end to end pressure, I thought to try it under The adapted Jacobs chuck and Oneway Live Centre
tension or stretching.
are secured in the tail stock with the draw bar before I start to tighten the Jacobs jaws on the tenon.
I located a Jacobs chuck that had a threaded feThere will be movement as the jaws extend further
male end and I then had custom made an adaptor
with each gradation - so the tail stock needs to be
that would join the Jacobs Chuck with my OneWay
able to slide back. Before I tighten down the tail
live center which has a standard 3/4” male thread.
stock I will rotate the piece by hand to see that it is
Mine cost me a small fortune but I have since met
not under any pressure. I tighten the tail stock,
Art Liestman’s good friend, Harley, who will make
snug the draw bar, and lock the quill.
these adaptors for a fraction of what I paid.
(REMEMBER that the draw bar is to pull the MT
Because I will be mounting the material in a scroll and the quill away from the head stock so to snug it
chuck and a Jacobs chuck I make a tenon on each you turn the tail stock handle COUNTERend. I could mount the blank between centers and CLOCKWISE.) Also check that the MT is
turn tenons, but my short cut uses a plug cutter. I held securely in the tail stock by the draw
hold the plug cutter in my chuck, placing the wood
blank on a flat surface mounted on my Banjo. I use
(Continued on page 5)
a glove to protect my hand and I usually remember
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bar before you start the lathe - AT SLOW I try to get the material reduced to about .5mm
SPEED.
of the selected target size with the skew and
then I work with 80 - 100 grit sand paper - to
If I used a Jacobs chuck in the head
insure a consistent smooth dia. running the
stock, any tension on the tail stock could
length of the piece. Subsequently l work the
loosen the Jacobs unit from the Head
sandpaper through the grits to 600 wet sanding
Stock spindle - The solution might be a
with hemp oil before I am ready to part it off.
second draw bar!
At this stage I still do not expect it to fit through
Now that you can see how this is set up, the gauge hole.
do you see the potential problems?
By now the Vernier calipers will show the diamWhat about the MT getting stuck in the eter is consistent and very close to the size intail stock?
tended. I then turn the nub on the keeper end
to a dome shape - with possibly one flat side. I
Should you lubricate the MT?
measure the length from the end to the tip and
What about the draw bar getting stuck in start to taper the point and I mark a line about
the MT?
1/8” longer and then I will part off the keeper/
Once secured, I start the lathe slowly and crank retainer end. The point is made by hand sandit up to the highest speed. Because the blanks ing on 320 paper.
are not perfectly square, nor are the tenons ex- This may be the point where the fine sanding
actly on center, the blank may be somewhat off may need to go back a grit to 320 grit if the macenter so I start with light cuts using a 1/2” or terial is not totally acceptable. Sanding length5/8” gouge to remove the edges for the full wise and avoiding any thin sections will bring
length - leaving a 3/8- 1/2” nub to provide for the piece into perfect shape ready for one more
the restrainer on one end of the needle.
coat of hemp oil finish. For the finish, I will
Stop and check how round the material is. Once
rough rounded I switch to my large skew (1.5”)
to take the diameter down towards the final
size. Watch for fluttering & tighten the draw
bar, in steps - Follow each step to loosen carefully - tighten no more than a1/4 turn and lock
into position before continuing to reduce the
dia.
I use calipers to check the diameter along the
length of the material. I will mark the thin sections so I don’t remove too much material. As
the piece gets thinner, I use my fingers as support for the skew as well as adjusting the tension with the draw bar. Flexing usually can be
felt, heard or seen. If there is any chatter on
your piece it is a sure sign that you are not getting a smooth cut with the skew. If you think
your skew is not sharp it is probably past the
point where it should have been sharpened.

sand the length to 1000 grit and apply hemp oil
as a sealer.
Once the size is confirmed by running the needle the full length thru the gauge sizer, I then
burn the gauge number on the nub end and
prepare to make the matching mate.
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Tech Talk
Moderated by Steve Hansen

January 2020

Phil Winch posed a question about the safety of
turning root balls. In his case, he has a completed
outside shape and is ready for hollowing through a
small hole. He is worried about the piece coming
apart as he excavates the interior due to the erratic
nature of the root structure. Three suggestions
were discussed: Inspect frequently; wrap the exterior in a strong tape such as fiberglass or duct
tape; stay out of the line of fire. Phil also showed a
picture of a spalted, yet seemingly sound bowl that
came apart on his lathe. Although the material was
not soft or punky, perhaps the fungi had weakened
the timber. Again, inspect frequently and keep
your speed down. This will be an excellent question to pose to Seri Robinson.

(dried) after 2 days. It had been applied onto maple, so no oil or acid issues that can slow down the
drying process, and it was still tacky. I checked the
container and could not find any date of production info, so I returned the product to the store for
refund. David Adolf recommended Mohawk’s Pour
and Wipe Polyurethane. By the way, wipe on/off
products are generally made by adding extra solvent to the product so that it has a longer working
time, Steve Fairbairn noted. I eventually found a
Minwax-brand wipe-on-poly at Canadian Tire and
I bought it because it had a date stamped on it.
The dates on products are often codified, so you
need to look up on the WWW on how to read the
date.

What kind of tools do people use for hollowing
closed forms? Aside from the several lines of wellmade hook tools and the do-it-yourselfers that
bend and shape their own, in a pinch you can fashion a hook tool from an L-shaped Allen key. They
are made from reasonably tough steel and can be
ground and handled AS-IS in order to reach
through the opening and access the interior.

Keith Hudson is having trouble with colour running along the grain while working with epoxy,
despite sealing the wood prior to pouring. Suggestions were offered but the usual experts were not
around to offer input. Maybe try again next month.

Tech Talk is a regular session held before each
meeting to discuss the “how” of woodturning. If
you have questions or have discovered/invented
I have a small LED light that uses button batteries. something unique please share them with us at our
I recently went shopping for a replacement bat- next Tech Talk session.
tery, an LR44 was the old one, and came away baffled that I could not find a seemingly very common
The Wood List
item. Two stores, both handling electronics looked
The Guild maintains a list of members who would
at me baffled when I enquired about an LR44? I
lie to be notified if turnable wood is available.
came away with more questions than answers.
Dennis Houle is the Wood List Master. To get
added to the list simply send him a quick email at
Then I went checking the Internet. Turns out there
hdhoule@gmail.com and he will add you on.
are 49(not a typo) other names for essentially the
You can also email Dennis if you have wood to
same battery, depending on manufacturer, battery
share. Your notice should include what species
of wood, how big, where to find it, and any conchemistry, and what region you live in. They’ll all
tact information required.
work!!! For a list of all battery types and compatThis is a great way to get “free” wood and to
ability
see:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
share with fellow Guild Members.
List_of_battery_sizes.
My Watco-brand of Wipe on Poly has not set up
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Turning a Lamp Base
by Dustin Cook
Last month, I had the privilege to take centre
stage for the first time as I discussed lamp
turning with my amateur stand-up comedy
style demo. If you have never done a demo for
the Guild I encourage you all to try it. It will
provide you with an opportunity for personal
growth, will make you a better turner, and will
make Larry happy.

Although I barely got to turn the lathe on, I
hope that members found my demo both informative and entertaining. My goal was to
provide those in attendance with a detailed
overview of the process involved in turning a
lamp base and the different ways that one can
go about it. I also wanted to share some of the
frustrations that I encountered when I taught
myself how to turn a lamp last summer.
Ultimately, turning a lamp is relatively
straightforward and the trickiest part is drilling in the billet for a power cord. I think I
clearly illustrated that by having trouble doing
it in the demo. The other tricky part is wiring
the lamp hardware which requires having

some level of comfort with basic electrical
work.
Like any woodturning project, careful consideration should be given to the type of wood
that is selected for turning a lamp. It is ideal to
have relatively dry and straight grained wood
as lamps can actually warp if face grain material is used and vertical grained wood allows for
the base to stay flat. Lamps can either be
made from one large cube of wood, from
scraps, or even laminated segments of various
woods. Often turners will make a base for a
lamp out of a small bowl blank and then laminate dimensional hardwood to make a suitable
billet for the lamp body.

It is crucial that whatever design is chosen allows for the lamp to have a sturdy base. If the
lamp can tip over easily then it could result in
a potential fire hazard. In order to meet Underwriters Laboratories (UL) standards, lamps
must withstand a 8 degree tip without falling
over. UL is a non-profit and independent
product safety testing, certification and inspection organization.
Some careful consideration should also be given with how to wire the power cord that comes
out of the base of the lamp. Certain designs
have the base of the lamp resting on little feet
(typically 1-1/2” anti skid pads for furniture) to
allow the clearance for the lamp cord underneath the lamp. Other designs involve counter
boring a recess for the lamp cord on the bottom. This allows the cord to be fed up through
the base of the lamp via a hole drilled through
the side of the lamp. I prefer this type of de(Continued on page 8)
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sign because it allows for the lamp to sit flat on
its base without the need for feet or anti-skid
pads.
When drilling the side hole for the cord on the
base of the lamp, if you are confident where
the hole will go on your blank then it is easier
to drill it before you turn the lamp. To do this,
a drill press or hand held drill can be used and
typically a 6mm or 1/4” hole will allow sufficient room for the lamp cord. The side hole for
the lamp cord can be drilled on the lathe after
the lamp is turned but it may be difficult to
centre the bit on a rounded blank; if doing so
use the tool rest as a support for a handheld
drill. Also, the side hole should be approximately 20mm or 13/16” up from the bottom of
the lamp; be sure to only drill to the centre of
the blank.

GVWG

side the base of the lamp. Lamp auger or shell
auger bits can be placed through either the
headstock or tail stock of a lathe or they can
also be held in a drill Jacobs chuck. There are
many commercially available lamp auger bits
that have a handle on them and are usually 2430” in length. The cutting edges on these augers are specifically designed to work in end
grain and are easily resharpened.

In order to use a lamp auger there must be a
hollow headstock or tail stock on the lathe with
a #2 or #3 Morse taper; a 1# Morse taper is
not wide enough to accept auger bits. Most
lathes can accommodate a 5/16” lamp auger
but very few lathes will accept a 3/8” bit.
Some lamp auger bits only cut wood that is
turning counter clockwise and drilling through
the headstock will require a reversible motor
but drilling through the tailstock does not. Another type of bit that can be used to drill a
lamp hole is a bell hanger’s bit and using a
Without a doubt the most complicated part of 7/16 x 24” bit will leave a perfect opening for
making a lamp can be drilling a hole in the threaded lamp rod.
centre of the blank for the lamp cord. One way
around drilling a hole for the cord is if a glued Yet another way to accomplish this task is to
up blank is prepared. As lamp blanks typically use a Jacobs chuck. Drilling a through hole on
involve large pieces of kiln dried wood which a lamp blank with a Jacobs chuck is a tricky
can take years to dry or be expensive to buy, process and is probably best left for wellmany turners make their own blanks. The way seasoned turners with steady hands. If using a
to do this is to glue up several sections of joint- drill chuck in the headstock of a lathe always
ed wood and then run a 3/8” saw kerf inside remember to use a draw bar whenever possible
the middle blank with a table saw, radial arm to secure the chuck in the Morse taper; most
saw, router, or use a dado saw blade. Using drill chucks have a threaded 1/4-20 end on the
8/4 lumber stock is a good option for building back of them to install a draw bar. If a drill
up a blank and when gluing the blank be sure chuck is not secured in the headstock when
to insert plugs in the grooves that form a cen- drilling it can easily come loose and result in a
tre channel for the wiring. These plugs allow very dangerous situation.
for remounting the piece back on the lathe and
Perhaps the best way to drill the hole is with a
can be drilled out later.
lamp auger. Drilling a through hole on a lamp
During the demo I spent some time discussing blank between centres with a lamp auger can
tools that can be used for drilling the hole in- be tricky and to do so a lathe with either a hol-
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as the feed will allow. Also, do not push the
auger bit in too aggressively as when the shavings build up it can force the auger bit offcentre. Even on a 16’’ blank the centre hole
can easily wander 1” off axis; it is easy to do.

low headstock or tailstock is required. If the
drilling is to be accurate both the spur drive
and auger could be damaged if they come in
contact with each other. Therefore, the centre
hole will need to stop just before the spur
drive. In order to do this either a hollow drive
centre or live centre is required or a scroll
chuck can be used as an alternative. Most
modern live centres have a centre pin that can
be removed to allow for through hole drilling.

Ideally the auger bit should only be advanced
into the wood by 1” at a time then withdrawn
to clear the shavings. Usually one can tap the
bit on the lathe or tool rest to quickly clear off
the shavings. Also, if the lathe accommodates
drilling from both sides then drill 3/4 of the
length for side and reverse the billet. In order
to hold the end that has been drilled when the
blank is reversed, a chuck can sometimes be
used or a drive tenon, or a special counter
bore spur drive bit.

Counter boring should be done at around 300
rpm and do not push too hard when advancing the tailstock quill. When drilling rounded
blanks on the lathe a cradle can also be used.
It is good practice to round off just the sharp
When drilling with a lamp auger on a lathe do corners on the billet first so the blank can be
not drill too quickly as it may result in heat
build up, possibly creating burning. If excess
heat builds up try adding a little bit of paste

wax to the end of the auger bit. As one needs
to go slowly the process can be tedious, Richard Raffan recommends starting the hole on a
drill press or by free hand and drilling as far

held by hand when counter boring. A counter
bore bit is equipped with a locating pin and
these centres are used for accurately locating
and driving items such as lamp columns
which have already been partly bored through
from one end. These bits can be inserted into
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the recess from the previously drilled
hole. Counter bore drill bits typically have a
Morse taper on them and can also be used to
bore a secondary hole in the bottom of lamp
base to facilitate bending the cord and making
a side hole to run the cord out the side. If a
counter bore is not available a drill press can
be used to drill a hole the same size as the spur
drive and the centre hole.
Although we never got that far in the demo as
time flies when you are having fun, no article
on lamp turning would be complete without
discussing wiring a lamp. Some countries require that only qualified people make electrical
connections wire lamps so if one plans to make
lamps to sell, check local regulations first. The
wiring is pretty simple for a lamp; the cord
goes up through the base either underneath or
threaded through the side hole. After the cord
reaches the centre hole it goes through a brass
connector before being attached to the lamp
fitting and affixed to the centre hole. The neutral wire usually has marks on it to indicate it
and it must be attached to the correct terminal
first. Make sure that there is no bare wire exposed below the screw when making wire connections. Also, wrap the wire around the
screw in a clockwise manner so when tightening the screw the connection is not loosened.

Only about 1/2” of the insulation needs to be
stripped off of the wire on each lead and twist
the individual strands of the wire together by
rolling it between your thumb and forefinger. An Underwriter’s Knot or Electrician’s
Knot is necessary when wiring a lamp because
it acts as a strain relief to prevent a cable from
being pulled from electrical terminals when
the cable is yanked. Unfortunately people still

GVWG

turn off appliances by yanking on cords and
these knots help prevent shorts for those short
on common-sense. I hope that some more
turned lamps appear at our Guild Instant Gallery in the future as turning a lamp is a fun
challenge.
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Building your own Spindle Steady Rest
By: Allan Cusworth
As Lyle Jamieson says; “vibration is the enemy”,
and we need to reduce, or eliminate it as much as
possible. I have experienced vibration when I am
hollowing a vessel or even one of my wedding
goblets. Having dealt with this problem for some
time I decided that it was time to “bite the bullet”
and make a spindle steady rest.

My Design

lection.

5) Some designs have a slot cut into one of the
rings; I thought that would weaken the structure, so I decided to attach guide blocks on
each side of the arm and have the wheel carrier arms move over the outside of the rings.

A steady rest must be designed to fit centered on
the lathe with which it will be used. My Nova
DVRxp has a 16” swing, and the ways have a 2”
wide gap so my steady rest had to fit those dimensions.

Some of my design preferences:
I searched through different web sites, chat
rooms,
and
online
sharing
sites
like 1) I prefer the round style frame but wanted to
add some extra support for the wheel carrier
www.woodturners.org
(AAW),
woodturning
arms.
online, WOW, Pintrest, and many more and
found many design ideas. Some had round 2) I decided to use three carrier arms, not four as
frames, others were square and used threaded
in some designs. I thought that three arms
rods for clamping. Some were strong; others were
would be easier to line up in use.
(in my opinion) flimsy. I decided to take the good
parts from several and design my own. I complet- 3) In my opinion, the black inline skate wheels
that some turners used could leave marks on
ed the steady rest the day before the November
the piece so I ordered three translucent gray
GVWG meeting and brought it in for others to
inline skate wheels online.
see.
Bruce Campbell saw it, I think he was intrigued, 4) I also decided to use MDF rather than plywood since I think it would be less prone to
and he asked me to write this article. I am glad to
warping. I wanted to make it strong so lamido that, and hope it inspires others to tackle the
nate two rings of ¾” thick MDF together.
project. It is a worthwhile addition to my jig col-

6) Some designs only had one bolt holding each
arm in place; I decided that by using two I
could reduce/eliminate unwanted movement.
7) I wanted to make the base large enough to
eliminate the chance of the rest swaying back
and forth or side to side when in use, so I laminated two pieces of MDF together and glue
them firmly to the frame. The base would then
have two 5/16” diameter bolts with jig knobs
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to bolt the rest to the ways of the lathe.

frame assembly one side at a time to provide a
more effective clamping procedure which resulted
As with most of my projects I drew a sketch of my
in a completely flat surface to slide on the lathe
concept since it’s much easier to use an eraser to
bed during use.
correct design flaws.
The ¼” slots in the carrier arms were drawn in
My frame design is 16” OD and 12” ID allowing
place and cut out on a router table. The 5/16”
me to support a vessel or spindle style blank up to
mounting holes for the skate wheels were drilled.
about 8” in diameter. As the picture shows I wanted the shape of the outside profile to have addi- One carrier arm guide block was glued on at each
tional support where each of the three guide arms arm location and allowed to cure. To provide a
are located.
smoothe channel for the carrier arm to slide in, a
piece of waxed paper was placed against that
Making the Steady Rest
guide block, a carrier arm was placed against it
Two 22” squares of ¾” MDF were cut on my table and the second guide block was glued on. After
saw and diagonal lines to locate the centre of the the second block was glued in place, the arm and
pieces were drawn. To allow the base to be mount- the waxed paper was removed. This provided
ed exactly on centre during assembly the middle enough spacing for the arm to move smoothly in
of each side was located and lines from side to use but not be too loose. This procedure was done
side were drawn.
at each of the three arm locations.
The outside and inside profile circles were drawn
on the MDF. The centre positions of the three carrier arms, and the locations of the carrier arm
guide blocks were located and marked. The curves
to form the extra support area for the carrier arms
were drawn. The width of the bottom/base area of
the circles was also defined and marked.
The outside profile of each frame piece was cut on
the band saw and the inside profile was cut with a
handheld jig saw, leaving about 1/8” for sanding
the assembled pieces to final shape on a drum
sander. The two frame pieces were then glued together using Titebond III.
The three pieces for the carrier arms; the six pieces for the guide blocks, and the two pieces for the
base were cut from ¾” thick MDF. The base pieces were laminated together using Titebond III
wood glue.

The two ¼” holes in the frame for each carrier
arm were located by measurement to provide the
maximum range for the carrier arm when in use.
These measured locations were marked so the
arm would slide freely.
Each carrier arms were numbered and each slot
on the frame was numbered so the same arm
would be used in each slot. This was done in case
there was any slight discrepancy in the location of
the holes in the frame and the arm. To locate the
holes in the frame, each frame was placed in its
slot and a ¼” brad point bit was used to locate the
exact centre of the holes.
Making the Lathe Ways Clamp

The pieces of the clamp to hold the assembly between the ways of my lathe were made from Oak
hardwood since I thought that would wear better
than MDF. I made two sets of clamps; one for
A Jacobs chuck with a #2 Morse taper was placed each side of the steady rest. I felt this would proin the headstock, and a sanding drum was used to vide a firmer hold during use. These pieces were
sand the edge surfaces of the laminated pieces made to fit the width and thickness of the ways.
smoothe.
A 5/16” mounting hole was drilled on the drill
The base pieces were glued to the base of the press, in the appropriate location for each side.

GVWG
Final Assembly
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The two 5/16” bolts were placed through the base
using flat and lock washers as required and put
The wheels were bolted to the carrier arms. Two
through the holes in the ways clamps ready for
¼” bolts were put through the holes in the frame
mounting on the lathe.
and slid through the slot in each arm using flat and
lock washers as required to hold the carrier arms The assembled steady rest was placed on the lathe,
in sliding position. They would not be tightened lined up between the headstock and tailstock cendown till the rest was to be used.
ters, and firmly clamped in place. The steady rest is
now ready for use.
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Upcoming Demo & Class
Dan Tilden to Visit the GVWG on May 2
by Dustin Cook
We are pleased to announce that Dan Tilden
from Southern Oregon will be visiting us on Saturday May 2nd, 2020. Dale Larson says “you will
not want to miss” is demonstration. Dan will
demonstrate how he turns beautiful hollow
forms and will have lots of insights to share as
he apprenticed for many years with renowned
turner Christian Burchard. In addition, Dan
turns beautiful wooden sinks for bathroom vanities and specializes in live edge hollow forms.
If you have never tried turning a hollow form or
simply just want to pick up some tips from an
expert to improve what you are currently doing,
then be sure to join us. Also, if you want to learn
how to turn and complete a hollow vessel then
be sure to let Brian Lunt know you want to register for the Sunday class which will fill up quickly.
More information about Dan Tilden can be
found at http://www.tildenwoodturning.com
and http://www.tildenwoodsinks.com. Also,
watch this short Youtube video of Dan turning a
wooden sink This Woodturner Turn's the Most
Beautiful Sinks

GVWG
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NORTHWEST WASHINGTON
WOODTURNERS

presents:

A Day with Nick Agar
MARCH 21st, 2020!

Registration continues for the Northwest Washington Woodturners 11th annual All
Day Demo March 21st featuring Nick Agar! The event will be held at the Anacortes First Baptist Church, Anacortes Washington from 9AM to 4PM.

Nick Agar is one of the most creative makers in our
craft. He trained in the traditional methods of England and developed an extensive knowledge of the many processes we use
as well as creating many that are new and unique. Nick is an
extremely talented turner in all aspects and has gained a world
wide reputation for his texturing, coloring and other embellishment on bowls, hollow forms, platters, wall sculpture and
more…..including his signature Viking Sunset Bowls. His demos
are lively, entertaining and informative. You will experience a
very enjoyable day learning from Nick!
Further details about Nick's demo are available at http://www.nwwwt.org/AgarDemo.pdf

Early RegistrationSpecial

through February 21st is only $45 for the
full day demo and includes snacks, beverages and a delicious Deli lunch. After
February 21st, the registration fee will be $55. Register now and

save!

New this year, you can conveniently Register Online with PayPal. Go to http://
www.nwwwt.org/AgarDemo.pdf and follow the instructions there. You do not need
to be signed up with PayPal to register online. When you see the PayPal screen
just click on "Pay with Debit or Credit Card". There is no additional service charge
when registering via PayPal.

To Register by Mail, download and print a registration form http://
www.nwwwt.org/demo-tickets.pdf , complete and mail along with your payment to
the address on the form.
Your early registration will help us better plan for this event. If you have
any questions please feel welcome to contact Phil Kezele at registraton@nwwwt.org or call (206) 372-5123.

REGISTER TODAY!....We look forward to seeing you
on March 21st!
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Instant Gallery
January 23

Allan Cusworth – Shoe Horn –
1.125X16 – Maple – Shellawax Cream
– Gold Plated Hardware

Picture captionBarry Wilkinson –
Bowl – 6.5X3.5 – Maple – Tung Oil,
Buffed

Carole Hartfield – Bowl – 12X3 –
Spalted Maple – WoP, Wax –
Assisted by Keith Ruttan 2

Barry Wilkinson – Dish – 8X1 –
Cherry – Tung Oil, Buffed – Shoe
Dyed, Textured

Chris Stiles – Bowl – 7.75X2 –
Butternut – Tung Oil

Chris Stiles – Bowl – 6.25X1 –
Maple – Tung Oil

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
January 23

Chris Stiles –
Bowl – 9.5X2,.5 –
Maple – Tung Oil

Dustin Cook –
Flower Vase –
Maple –
Yorkshire
Grit

Chris Stiles –
Bowl – 14X4.75 –
Maple – Tung Oil

Jay, Lin Mapson –
Lidded Box – 4X4
– Maple,
Purpleheart –
Pyrography,
Acrylics

Don Gamble
– Lidded Box
– 2X2.5 –
Curly Maple –
Shellac,
Linseed Oil

Ed Pretty – Native
Hat Form – 14X7 –
Variegated Maple
– Collaboration
with Steve Smith,
Native Artist
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GVWG

Instant Gallery
January 23
Keith Hudson –
Toy Rocket
Launcher

John Spitters –
Box – 2.875X2.75
– Maple – WoP

John Hammond –
Small Bowl –
5.5X2 – Red Elm –
General Finishes
High
Performance Top
Coat

Keith Hudson –
Candle Wax Box
– 2.5X3 – Candle

John Spitters –
Box – 3.25X3 –
Maple Burl,
Walnut – WoP

Keith Hudson –
Natural Edge End
Bowls –
5.25X2.75 –
Denim Pine – Oil

GVWG
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Instant Gallery
January 23
Keith Ruttan –
Bowl, Lid – 7X4.5
– Juniper – WoP 2

Larry
Stevenson –
Hollow Form
– 4X5 –
Maple –
Interference
Pigments,
Water Based
Lacquer 2
Larry
Stevenson –
Hollow Form
– 4X5.25 –
Maple –
Interference
Pigments,
Water Based
Lacquer

Keith Ruttan –
Bowl, Lid – 8X4.5
– Juniper – WoP

Larry Stevenson
– Sphere,
Truncated
Icosahedron – 5.5
– Maple – Dyes,
Water Based
Lacquer

Larry Stevenson
– Hollow Form –
5.5X5.5 – Maple –
Interference
Pigents, Water
Based Lacquer
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Instant Gallery
January 23
Keith Hudson – 3
Corner Bowl –
5.75X2.5 –
Multiple Woods

Rob Smith – Bowl
– Cherry – Boiled
Linseed Oil – First
Bowl

Michael McLaren
– Platter –
12X1.75 –
Spalted
Sweetgum –
WoP – Epoxy

Rick Stuible –
Bowl – 11X3 –
Cherry – Mineral
Oil, Beeswax –
Blank from Olaf

Rick Stuible –
Winged Bowl –
10X2 – Maple
Burl – Mineral,
Beeswax

Piotr
Tompalski –
Carved
Hollow Form
– 5.5 – Maple
– Dye,
Lacquer –
First
Experiment

Piotr
Tompalski –
Pierced Vase
– 8.5 – Maple
– Dye, Paint,
Lacquer

GVWG
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President's Challenge Gallery
January 23

Hanging Ornament
Allan
Cusworth –
Two Christmas
Ornaments –
2.5X5 – Maple,
Various –
Shellawax

Barry
Wilkinson –
Sputnik Sea
Urchins

Barry
Wilkinson –
Sputnik Sea
Urchins

Claire
Murgatroyd –
Light Motif #1
– 3.5X54 –
London Plane
– Tung Oil –
Brass, Glass,
Electronics
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President's Challenge Gallery
January 23 Hanging Ornament

Jay Mapson –
Urchin Ornament
– 3X7 – Dogwood,
Urchin – CA Glue
Ron Bailey –
Xmas
Ornament –
2X7 – Plum,
Maple – WoP

Ross Pilgrim –
Christmas
Ornament – 2X5 –
Bloodwood, Pau
Amarillo – Tung Oil

Micheal McLaren
– Ornament –
1.5X3.75 –
Maple, Walnut –
Tigers Eye Bead

Marco Berera –
Christmas
Decorations – 2.5X7,
1.875X5.375 –
Oak,Walnut –
Lacquer

Steve Fairbairn –
Xmas Ornament –
3X6 – Maple,
Walnut – Friction
Polish

Keith
Hudson –
Bird House –
3.5X5.5 –
Lacquer

GVWG
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Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning
You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility.
on the lathe, keeping your hand on the switch in
case you need to turn the machine off. When observing someone else turn, stay out of these zones.



Always wear safety goggles or safety glasses that
include side protectors. Use a full face shield for
bowl, vessel, or any turning involving chucks and
faceplates.



Use a combination of dust mask, air filtration helmet, proper ventilation, and/or dust collection system as appropriate. Fine particles from a grinder
and wood dust are harmful to your respiratory system.



Wear hearing protection during extended periods
of turning.



Turn the lathe off before adjusting the tool rest or
tool rest base, i.e., banjo.



Always remove chuck keys, adjusting wrenches,
and knockout bars immediately after use. Never
leave them in place, even for a moment.



Tie back long hair and avoid loose clothing, jewelry,
or any dangling objects that may catch on rotating
parts or accessories.

When using a faceplate, be certain the workpiece is
solidly mounted with stout screws (#10 or #12
sheet metal screws as a minimum). Do not use dry
wall or deck screws.






When turning between centers, be certain the
workpiece is firmly mounted between the headstock driving center and tailstock center.



Ensure the belt guard or cover is in place.



Check that all locking devices on the tailstock and
tool rest assembly (rest and base) are tight before
operating the lathe.





Always check the speed of the lathe before turning
it on. Use slower speeds for larger diameters or
rough pieces and higher speeds for smaller diameters and pieces that are balanced. Always start a
piece at a slower speed until the workpiece is balanced. If the lathe is shaking or vibrating, lower the
speed. If the workpiece vibrates, always stop the
machine to verify why. As a starting point, consult
your operator’s manual for recommended speeds
for a particular lathe. Ensure the lathe speed is
compatible with the size of the blank.



Exercise extra caution when using stock with
cracks, splits, checks, bark pockets, knots, irregular
shapes, or protuberances. Beginners should avoid
these types of stock until they have greater
knowledge of working such wood.
Hold turning tools securely on the toolrest, holding
the tool in a controlled but comfortable manner.
Always contact the tool rest with the tool before
contacting the wood.
Note that, when running a lathe in reverse, it is
possible for a chuck or faceplate to unscrew unless
it is securely tightened or locked on the lathe spindle.



Know your capabilities and limitations. An experienced woodturner is capable of lathe speeds, techniques, and procedures not recommended for beginning turners.

Ensure the blank is securely fastened.





Rotate your workpiece backwards by hand to make
sure it clears the toolrest and bed before turning
the lathe on.

Always remove the tool rest before sanding, finishing, or polishing operations.



Don’t overreach, keep proper footing, and keep
your balance at all times.



Stay clear of the areas directly behind and in front
of the workpiece, they are the most likely areas for
a piece to travel as it comes off the lathe. A good
safety habit is to step out of this zone when turning



Keep your lathe in good repair. Check for damaged
parts, alignment, binding of moving parts, and other conditions that may affect its operation.



Keep tools sharp and clean for better and safer per-
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Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning
You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility.
formance. Don’t force a dull tool. Don’t use a tool
for a purpose for which it was not designed or intended.


cords.


Consider your work environment. Don’t use a
lathe in damp or wet locations. Do not use in pres- 
ence of inflammable liquids or gases, and always
keep a fully-charged fire extinguisher close at
hand. Keep your work area well lit.



Stay alert. Watch what you are doing. Pay close
attention to unusual sounds or vibrations. Stop
the lathe to investigate the cause. Don’t operate
machines when you are tired or under the influence of drugs or alcohol.



Guard against electric shock. Inspect electric
cords for damage. Avoid the use of extension

Never leave the lathe running unattended. Turn
power off. Don’t leave lathe until it comes to a
complete stop.
Many accidents to woodturners occur while using
saws, especially band and chain saws. Learn and
follow the safety guidelines for this equipment.

GVWG
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Calendar of Events

Date

Time

Location

Event

2020
Jan 23rd, 2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – Dustin Cook – Turning a Lamp

Feb 22nd, 2020

9:00 AM

Sapperton Hall

Dale Larson - All-day Demo

9:00 AM

KMS Tools Classroom
KMS Tools Classroom

Feb 23rd, 2020
Feb 24th, 2020
Feb

27th,

9:00 AM

Dale Larson – Hands-on Class
Dale Larson – Hands-on Class
Club Meeting
FoF – Bruce Campbell – Drivers and Live Centers
Main Speaker – Larry Stevenson – Displaying Our
Work
Club Meeting
FoF – Dustin Cook - Crank Top Pepper Mill
Main Speaker – Marco Berrera – Lattice Turning
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – tba
Dan Tilden

2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Mar 26th, 2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Apr 23rd,
2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

May 2nd, 2020

9:00 AM

Sapperton Hall

May 3rd, 2020

9:00 AM

KMS Tools Classroom

Dan Tilden – Hands-on Class

May 28th,
2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – tba

Kentucky Exhibition
Centre, Louisville,
Kentucky

AAW'S 34th Annual International Symposium

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – Brian Lunt – “Tofino Beach” Techniques

July 4-7, 2020
June 25th,
2020

6:30 P.M.

July-Aug

Summer Break - Our first meeting of the new calendar will be Sept 24th, 2020
6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Oct 17th , 2020

9:00 AM

Sapperton Hall

Oct 18th ,2020

9:00 AM

KMS Tools Classroom

Oct 22th, 2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Nov 26th, 2020

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Sep 24th, 2020

Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – tba
Trent Bosch
https://trentbosch.com/
Trent Bosch – Hands-on Class
Club Meeting
FoF –tba
Main Speaker – tba
Club Meeting
FoF – tba
Main Speaker – tba

Special points of
interest:












GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers

Next Meeting:
Thursday Feb 27th 2020
at 6:30 PM,
Sapperton Hall,
318 Keary St,
New Westminster BC
Food Providers:
Kees Hof
Dennis Houle
Keith Hudson
Tom Hultman
Bob James
Ed Job

President:

Steve Fairbairn

Vice President:

Steve Hansen

Secretary:

Des Wilson

New Members Greeter:
Cathy Friesen

Treasurer:

Bob James
Dan Breck

FoF Speaker:
Bruce Campbell –
Chucks, Drive Spurs,
Faceplates, and other
goodies
Main Speaker:
???

Members At Large:

president@gvwg.ca

secretary@gvwg.ca
communications@gvwg.ca

Peter Hill
Cathy Nakagawa
Phil Vetra
Barry Wilkinson

President’s Challenge:
Feb – Platters

Dustin Cook

Mar – Home-made
stand

Dan Moleschi
Past President

Bill Fowle

Educational Coordinator:

Larry Stevenson

Food Chief:

Peter McLaren Rachel Tius
John Hammond

FOF Coordinator:

Dustin Cook

Librarians:

Turning 101:
Visiting Demonstrator
Liaison
Visiting Demonstrator
Advisor
Newsletter Editor:
Publisher:

Peter Hill
Tracy Kennedy
Dustin Cook
Brian Lunt
Art Liestman
Bruce Campbell

editor@gvwg.ca

Robert Carlson

Digital Photography:

Jay & Lin Mapson

Webmaster:

Steve Hansen

webmaster@gvwg.ca

